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About This Game

Requiem: Avenging Angel is a 3D, first-person action game of biblical proportions set in a world under siege. A holy war rages
on Earth between Heaven's Chosen Soldiers and Hell's Fallen Angels. You are Malachi, a Chosen Angel, sent to Earth to save

Creation from the wrath of the Fallen. Blast your way through an immersive futuristic 3D world developing Angelic powers like
possession, blood boil, locust swarms, and the ability to turn your enemies to pillars of salt. Without you, mankind doesn't have a

prayer.

Features:

All the heart-pounding action of a top shooter, with a rich story line and realistic character interaction

Fight demons and hell's minions using rare angelic powers, including: Bloodboil, Lightning, Flight, Holy Light, and Turn
to Salt

Take up arms against the dark horde of the Fallen and utilize 7 unique weapons of the plane of Creation, including: the
“Trinity” Combat Shotgun, “Beelzebomb” Grenade Launcher and “Revelations” Railgun
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Title: Requiem: Avenging Angel
Genre: Action
Developer:
Cyclone Studios
Publisher:
Retroism, Prism Entertainment
Release Date: 31 Mar, 1999

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows: Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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I bought this when it first came out in 1999 and stopped because frankly it kicked my
younger\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I bought it a while back on steam and finally got around to finishing it. Firstly
getting it running on Windows 10 required about 30 seconds worth of tweaking and other than not being able to run at
1920x1080 the game ran flawlessly for me. The combat in this game is fun enough and the powers you can wield are pretty
unique (think of the Jedi Knight series of games).

The enemies come in several fun to fight varieties but the starting hit scan enemies are honestly the most deadly throughout the
entire game. The levels are seamless (like half life) and can often be confusing but have a good sense of place in a very old
school way.

The boss fights can also be a little bullet sponegy and detract from an otherwise fun experience.

If you like retro style shooters from this time period it's worth playing requiem, if not then this isn't going to change your mind
and I would steer clear.

7\/10 for retro shooter enthusiasts
5\/10 for people just looking for a game to play
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